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COMPARATIVE CIVILIZATIONS REVIEW

On a Characteristic 500-year Process-Time
in Culture-Civilizations*
Having been making contributions, from the point of view of a
social physics, to this social science community concerned with civilizations
for the past 16 years, I propose that they finally take this effort seriously. To
introduce the status that my colleagues and I have reached in such study, the
current subject being a 500 year time scale for culture-civilizational processes, I will recapitulate highlights of our study.
1. Physics is concerned with the laws of movement and change in
all material-energetic systems. Man as an organism and organized into society is such a system.
2. All such physical study revolves around some form of the primitive triad of matter, space, and time. We elect space, time, and action
(action: the energy-time product devoted to activities) as a form suited to
both simple and complex physical systems.
3. Physics can deal both with the processes within systems at the
level of individual units (i.e., 'atomisms'), or at the level of extensive field
collectives of such units (i.e., 'fields'). Further, it can connect these two levels.
4. Throughout the entire universe, one finds a hierarchical (in the
present instance meaning nested) ordering of atomism and field, from a socalled field vacuum of fluctuations, through so-called fundamental particles,
through atoms-ions-molecules of our immediate experience, through matterenergy associations within galaxies (comprising gas clouds, dust clouds,
stars, planets, planetesimals), through galaxies, up to and perhaps through
our universe to other universes. And, oh yes, there are more local atomicmolecular systems, for example those of our more parochial concern, on one
or more planets. The existence of many such more localized details also
indicates that one may find extended heterarchies (many types) of units at
any particular level of organization. We surmise that extended hierarchies
and heterarchies of forms and processes are what is to be expected in physically complex systems.
5. Of course, in examining the case of a social physics, we easily
surmise that we are concerned with an extensive hierarchy and heterarchy of
processes and forms. Hierarchically, we know that societies have to concern
themselves daily with atoms and molecules, with cellular and organ and
organism processes, as well as the social process within the human species,
plus its interactions within the ecology of other species, as well as its inter* PreparedbyforBYU
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actions with a geophysical earth. Anyone who wishes to blind him or herself
to these many levels is simply not prepared to take on the study of modern
society. Similarly, anyone who proposes to neglect all the hierarchical
interacting elements at, say, the human organism level, e.g., sex, age, ethnicity, culture, vocational background, class, status, is again incapable of
taking on the task of even commenting on the social system's operation.
Beyond this, we need no further generalizations; we can get to
work on the more focused content of a social physics.
6. A field of atomisms is characterized by a mean free path of
movement, and a so-called relaxation time for that movement. For a society
of living creatures, such a process can be assessed by the generation time,
and the roaming range, i.e., the 'daily' roaming range that is typically traversed during a generational time scale. For humans, among other mammals
(see, for example, D. Chivers, A. Bilsborough, and B. Wood, 1984 for a
beginning background to such study), this roaming range comes out to be
about a 25 year generation time, and a 25 mile nominal roaming range (the
nominal distance that a generational group of human mammals might roam
in a day). These numbers fit the human among other mammals in a fairly
accountable biophysical-physiological description.
In a social physical sense, these numbers suggest a speed of motion
of salient social physical processes at about a rate of 25 mi/25 year, equal to
about 1 mi/yr. A verification for this scale may be found in (Van Doren
Stern, 1969). It has been shown that agriculture, population, pottery, metallurgy moved outward, in a diffusional sense, at this rate. Comparably compelling is the fact that man actually diffused entirely around the earth
(25,000 mi) in about 25,000 yr (e.g., 40,000 to 15,000 years before present,
ybp). Such primitive biophysical numbers are thus good enough to characterize much of the rudimentary biophysical field trajectories of humans on
earth.
A companion piece of that biophysics-physiology is that the human
mammalian species might be expected to expend about 2,000 kcal per earth
day in covering and discharging the individual's biophysical and social
physical action spectrum. That means that, as the space-time-action characterization of humans, they each have an action budget of about 2,000 kcaldays available for each factory day of performance. This characterization, if
it can be applied in a sufficiently focused sense on the detailed action spectrum of the species, ought to be able to account for much of human social
behavior over a significant portion of the life of the species. As we shall
point out, it requires very little additional characterization to deal with the
human species, as hunter-gatherers, for the first 25,000 years or so of their
existence.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol32/iss32/8
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7. For the physics of simple systems, we attend to their changes in
momentum from which their movement and action is derived (momentum is
formed from the simple triad as the product of mass and distance divided by
time - Newton's central law of mechanical motion states that forces acting
on systems drive their time rate of change of momentum). In extension, for
the physics of complex systems, momentum can be transformed into action
by attending to Niels Bohr's early form of quantum mechanics:
A

t

p d q = H = IHj
C)

For the mathematically disinclined, this abstract statement says that
the summation ( ) over the characteristic factory day of the system (t is that
factory day time scale) of the momentum p and change in movement dq
product (pdq) represents a characteristic action H for the species in question. That characteristic action is composed of a finite sum (X) of characteristic daily actions (Hj; j is the ordinal number of those actions).
In quantum mechanics, such an action cycle is represented by a universal constant h (Planck's constant) times a characteristic quantum number
n, which product represents the action at the level of elementary particles
and the universal measure of such action. For large complex systems, such
a measure can no longer be of the order of that very small unitary measure
of fundamental particles or such a fundamentally restricted process. Instead
it has to be huge compared to such an infinitesimal atomistic number for
fundamental particles. Nevertheless, as we have demonstrated for mammals,
it is a number characteristic of and scaled with the size of adult members of
various species (Iberall, 1973). For the human that characteristic number is
about 2,000 kcal-days per characteristic factory day.
Thus, whether it is the human as an objectively observed system in
nature, engineer, scientist, or artist who is concerned, we all must learn to
play the role and manage a life with that action budget, endowed - as we are
- with human biophysical form.
8. The hunter-gatherer life form, among others such as for mammals or primates, emerges as that for a most recent new species or subspecies, perhaps 40,000 years ago or not more than 100,000 years ago as per
very recent evidence. The species emerges at the end of a line of hominids
which have evolved in the past few million years with increasing cortical
capacity. It is that capacity which gave us the capability of abstraction, tool
using including language, and what we believe were more generally human
unique cognitive abilities (the use of abstractions at rapid neural rates).
A

0
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However, in an ethological sense, what is perfectly clear is that most of the
hunter-gatherer's capabilities - except for some specific specializations - are
hardly different from other mammalian species. Ethologists, for example
Scott (See, for example, Scott, 1962) identify about nine essential modes of
actions that mammals engage in: ingestive behavior, eliminative behavior,
care-giving behavior, care-soliciting behavior, investigatory behavior, sexual behavior, agonistic (conflict) behavior, imitative behavior, shelter seeking
behavior.
If, more restrictively, we examine primate behavior (see, for example, Fedigan, 1982), both individual and group, we find that it basically conforms to this general mammalian behavior, and we find that hunting-gathering human social-sexual behavior conforms to one of the general types of
such behavior that are found among primates (See, for example, Eisenberg,
Muckenhirn, and Rudran, 1972. Or, an excellent starting point is from
Eisenberg, 1973).
Thus, from a social physical point of view, humans, as hunter-gatherers, have been aggregated as small liquid-like droplets, each involved in a
characteristic action spectrum, in a very weak vapor phase of existence and
organization spread over an extensive earth habitat for most of the lifetime
of the species.
9. What marks the various organized field phases of matter is the
existence of state variables made up of the fundamental triad of measures,
e.g., density (mass or number concentration per unit of space), energy or
temperature (energy per unit, or energy per unit degree of motional freedom), pressure (unit momentum that can be delivered; the rate of change of
such momentum is the amount of force that can be effected). If we wish to
attend to that measure which usually represents the prime mover in a field
ensemble, which we ought to be able to grasp now is the pressure measure
of the force available to effect or affect motion, its ingredients are easily
grasped in a simple field system. In a gas-like phase, the pressure simp,ly
arises from the actual rebounding of atomisms from walls or other units of
contact. In a liquid-like state, in addition to that gas component, the socalled kinetic component of hydrostatic pressure (pressure which when
examined at rest in the system is the same in all directions), there is a component of pressure that arises from attractive forces between units. It is that
force which made for the liquid-phase ingathering. These two components,
which are the ordinary components that the nonphysical layperson might
grasp, drives and explains action in simple nonanimistic field systems (e.g.,
that which might drive flow of material in a pipe, or all the characteristics of
changing weather in the atmosphere). Once people had the faintest glimmer
of some such possible mechanisms, they immediately withdrew any possihttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol32/iss32/8
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ble relevance of such physical properties and processes to what, to them,
were the more interesting self-animating systems. They were wrong twice.
In the first instance they were wrong to endow all ordinary matter systems
with animism and spiritistic drives, and in the second instance they were
wrong in disassociating the more animated living systems from what then
seemed to be internally mechanistically explicable. The fact is that the same
physics applies to all cases, whether animistic or not.
What of course has to be surprising is that in field systems comprised of complex atomisms (See, Soodak and Iberall, 1978 for a simple
physical definition of such complex systems), as a result of the long time
delay in internal action within these complex atomisms, long as compared to
the collisional or interactional time between the atomisms, the emergent
processes that seem to suggest the animism-organism-'free willism' that we
tend to believe 'animates' us (see, for example, Iberall, 1992), simply represent a third component of fluid pressure which we properly have denoted to
be the social pressure. As a result of the complex spectrum of actions going
on within such atomisms, a social pressure wells up from their complex interiors to influence external action of the ensemble. This is no metaphor. One
finds it welling up in primitive form in the memory function or thixotropy
of sewage, of inks, of paints, of asphalt, of silly putty. One begins to see it
in much more complex form in informational macromolecules, in chemical
genetic coding material, in viroids and viruses, in cells, and in the form that
concerns us now when we reach the level of multicellular machines and
organisms. It directs the external action, for example, of all the action modes
that we have stated for mammals. It drives not only their action spectrum but
their development program, and in fact also their evolutionary program. In
point of fact, when properly directed, the strength of that social pressure can
be precisely as great as the hydrostatic pressure. You can be as heroic as you
wish - up to the strength of bone! And of course, in the human case, by the
addition of tools, the individual human action can be amplified by the use of
power amplifying systems arranged outside of the organism's body, subject
of course to the constraints of thermodynamics. Neither your power nor the
power that you mobilize is created de novo. You simply borrow it from a
suitable storage source. A basic law of physics is that energy can neither be
created nor destroyed, only transformed.
10. The point in calling attention to the social pressure is that in the
hunting-gathering vapor-phase of human society, its social pressure within
the general environment was effectively negligible. It was significant very
locally within the group, but its range extended little beyond the group (A
very literal, easily visualizable, simple physical analogy is the dew point
which can be observed almost any morning in temperate climates. Droplets
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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condense and evaporate very easily). Or at least this is to be understood with
a few adequate qualifications. The social pressure of natural complex
processes is enormous (recall the childhood story of the sun and the wind;
throw in, if you will, some nova or supernova explosions). Some heat and
water combine almost trivially to produce hurricanes; another combination
of processes produces volcanoes. Humans, with their weak hunter-gatherer
social pressure, it is conjectured, likely decimated all large animals in the
Americas within a small number of millenia after entry. Locusts can decimate other life in a large land region, as can various forms of bacteria and
viruses. Thus it was not impossible for the internally associative characteristics of the human species to change the nature of its external material
phase, given the broad range of habitats that it could adapt to and given its
use of language and tools even with a very weak social pressure.
11. Humans explored the earth's habitat effectively almost fully.
Out of a dry land habitat of 60,000,000 sq mi (one third of the total surface
area of earth), humans diffused into about 40,000,000 (40 M) sq mi, excluded only from inhabiting the very coldest arctic regions and the very driest
desert regions. In that habitat, humans achieved what was basically a saturating hunter-gatherer population density. We can estimate that density, the
earth's population, and the length of time it took to reach that status via the
population growth rate. We need only use a very few biophysical principles.
We can estimate hunter-gatherer living density to be about 50 people per 500 sq mi., or equivalently 200 people per 2,000 sq mi. The area estimates are either the approximate area of a 25 mi roaming range or the area
of a 2x25 mi diameter territory which excludes other roaming groups. We
estimate the population from estimating the size of a band of camps capable
of self-supporting all of the division-of-labor functions required for human
social cooperative life (as opposed say to a more limited herd-like or hoardlike behavior of other mammalian species). Some such division of labor,
involving water tending, fire tending, child tending, gathering, tool making,
hunting, shelter tending, clothes making, child bearing, support of some
memory bearing elders, quickly rises to numbers in the tens to a few hundreds range., with feasible minima averaging in the range 50 to a few hundred at most. Thus a population density of perhaps 0.1 persons per sq mi is
a reasonable a priori estimate, reaching up to a total world population,
achieved by diffusion into new territories without any significant remixing,
of about 4 M in a total diffusion time of about 25,000 years (i.e., 40,000 ybp
to 12,000 ybp: the former date is one associated with finds of human cultural artifacts in significant number, other than evolving stone tools which go
back to hominid ancestors of 2.5 M/ybp; the latter date is one associated
with beginning of Mesolithic settlement).
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol32/iss32/8
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With a Malthusian growth law of
dP/dt = k P

(the rate of change of population is proportional to the existing population)
P = total population
b = birth rate, d = death rate
k = net Malthusian growth rate,
the solution to this differential equation is
P=P e
0

k t

We might assume an initial population of 100 (this does not have to represent any real or exact number; it is meant to represent the fact that as of an
effective starting time we can imagine there to have been a small viable
group), so that we can estimate k to have been
k = [ In (P/P )] /1
= [ In (4 M /100) ] /28,000
= 0.0004 per year
0

That is, we surmise that the human growth rate was about 0.0004 per year
(equivalently, about 1 % per generation) for the period from about 40,000
ybp to about 12,000 ybp.
We can test this relation by extending it to more modern times, e.g.,
to 2,000 ybp, when a reasonably ascertainable world population of about
180 M existed (e.g., 60 M in China, 60 M in the Roman Empire, 60 M for
the rest of the world - for better detailing, see a Population Atlas like
McEvedy, Jones). Also, since it is clear that civilizations already existed at
that time, we may get some insight into the nature of human growth in society.
P/4M =e
P = 200 M

0 0 0 0 4

x

1°.°

00

Thus we find that such a growth rate nominally persisted well into
the age of civilizations, past human cultural start-up (e.g., 40,000 ybp as an
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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effective take-off time); past the start-up of the Mesolithic Age, the time
scale for the beginning of settlement (12,000 ybp); well into recent times,
past even the start up of empires, e.g., 4,000 ybp or even earlier.
It is only in very recent times, e.g., the past few hundred years, that
the population growth rate changes. For example, if the early rate had persisted up till now, the current population would be
P / 200 M = e 0 0004 x 2,000
P = 450 M
which is low by a factor of ten. (We offer that problem, the explanation of
the so-called demographic transition, as a suitable social physics problem to
students of civilization. I first acquired that problem at the same AAAS conference, in 1972, at which the ISCSC had its first organizing meeting).
12. Our first concern is with the nature of the process past near
complete occupancy of the earth's available habitat. From that point on, one
can imagine either an increased densification of the habitat or a phase
change, certainly some remixing.
Now there is no a priori reason to expect an increase in densification, if it were not a uniform process that appeared earlier (in a considerable
number of regions). More compelling than that argument, but a related companion piece, is the observation that the subsequent social forms that
emerged in fact did precipitate or condense populations locally. Thus one
must now imagine a population consisting of the same sort of sparse huntergatherer density (e.g., near 0.1 person per sq mi - actually more like 0.1-1
person per sq mi) with concentrated, stationary populations on the way to
becoming urbanized. That is what the Mesolithic Age, in process of transforming into the Neolithic Age, must have been like.
The life style - for such increased population densities - could no
longer be the hunter-gatherer life style. It has to involve a more extensive
division of labor, a life style that would create and store surpluses. Thus, we
must surmise that the higher productivity of horticulture, moving toward
agriculture with surplus, or livestock with surplus, likely arose in the low
density countryside, interspersed with division-of-labor, people densityintensified hamlet, village, town, city population centers, or nomadic pastoralist groupings. The process of mutual - symbiotic - support had to be the
convection of trade.
From a physical point of view, that depiction represents the beginning of a phase change, of liquid droplets or pools in near equilibrium with
their social vapor, no longer the gas-like, or very sparse vapor-like phase, of
hunter-gatherers. Such a phase change has physical consequences. There is
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol32/iss32/8
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an energy cost in bonding to produce the liquid solvent character of the population centers or ingatherings, a so-called energy of formation or energy of
solution. That energy has to be paid for by a more efficient mode of technological production. Thus there arose the particular direction and character
that technological transformations took. More specialized technical knowledge was required in cultural memory storage to support the greater productivity. Thus shamans and a priesthood - magic-religious processes - arose
with their institutionalized hermeneutic character.
13. Treating the process of social condensation as a stability transition (a transition from one field of association to another more stable pattern), we have shown that the transformation from a hunter-gatherer gas-like
pattern (a very low vapor pressure domain of small droplets interminably on
the verge of evaporating, with a residence time on the order of a generation)
to a phase possessing an appreciable vapor pressure in near equilibrium with
small stationary or moving liquid-like pools could be represented by one or
two handfuls of population centers linked together in a spatial region of a
few hundred miles (e.g., 200 mi) in extent by a network of trade. Evidence
for such associations are to be found from even the first known trading associations in Anatolia and Armenia, dating back to the 7,000-10,000 ybp time
slot (Hamblin, 1973; Mellaart, 1965).
The mathematical physics of that transition could be reproduced
here but with little purpose. (For the interested reader, see Iberall and
Soodak, 1978; or Iberall, 1987.)
The basic physical notion used in making the estimate is to test the
amount of momentum that can be swept into a region and maintained in a
macroscopic form or functional flow system as compared to how much
momentum can be absorbed within a region by its microscopic (atomistic)
binding mechanisms. If the macroscopic flows are too great, some sort of
new patterned transition has to take place. What was novel in our Collective
Phenomena development was the demonstration that such ideas could not
only be used for standard flow transitions in which such theory had been
originally developed (i.e., by Reynolds), but also for state phase changes,
such as gas to liquid or gas to solid, or the formation of such structures as
galaxies.
Thus, in our physical modeling, the liquid gel-vapor form of what
Wilkinson and I call culture-civilizations (the hunter-gatherers already represented cultural droplet solvents, albeit small and soon evanescent) begin
as associations in a region of a few hundred mile extent, with a handful of
condensation centers of population with a population exceeding in toto a few
thousand and involving symbiotic trade associations between those population centers, e.g., towns, and their countryside. This tends to represent the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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form of social life whose basic technological mode of production of supporting storage and surplus is most commonly agricultural, dependent on a
spatially fixed but seasonally varying, food supply.
An alternate form of that condensation is based on pastoralism with
some degree of dynamic transhumance, in which the convection also
involves people, and the storage takes place in the form of self-transportable
live stock moving from region to region.
14. Since the physics of such arrangements involve space-timeaction constraints, we naturally wonder what determines the related time
scale for this new process. That is: what replaces the dual biophysical-physiological 25 mi roaming range and 25 year generation time scaling of the
gas-like hunter-gatherer association? If we know that the new spatial scale
is 200 mi. from our transformative physical scaling, what is the time scale?
If we were dealing with purely uniform motion (e.g., bodies in
motion simply continuing their motion - note that such a process is used as
the dominant physical process to represent the dynamic universe, e.g., as
given by the measure of the Hubble constant, a measure of the uniform
expansion of the universe since the time of the Big Bang), we would expect
a continuing proportionality of 200 mi and 200 years. But this model is highly implausible. It neglects the intrinsic diffusional nature of human movements.
Thus it is much more plausible to assume that the same diffusive
motion represented by a 25 mi-25 yr random walk would persist at the larger scale. The new association does not arise from human biophysical atomisms with any internally changed characteristics. The appropriate test of a
diffusive - rather than a propagative - process is
di /t! = d
2

2

2

/1

2

t = 25 (200/50)2
= 400 years
2

its resultant being the continuing relaxational time scale.
We interpret this result to mean that the same set of human processes that result in band cohesion of camps for a time scale of the order of a
generation, 25 years, suggests that the cohesion of people in culture-civilizations against continuing their diffusive random walk will be about 500
years or so. That abstract model provides no detailed or specific mechanism
for the form of that internal diffusion within the culture-civilization; only
some clue as to feasible mechanisms. For example, we are left with the clue
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol32/iss32/8
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that there may very well be some binding mechanisms that will tend to hold
together or center some such coherent collection of drops or pools interacting through their vapor. Such regions may in fact even exhibit some surface
tension-like binding, some weak energy costs to pass out of the region.
Continuing on, the following notion is also suggested: The reason
that the hunter-gatherer band loses its coherence beyond generational scaling is because the dissonant forces, the fluctuations produced by yearly ecological events, ultimately overcome the binding forces expressed in group
attachment, and so determined by the biological markers of the human brain
- the decisions made by each generation, de novo, assures the bonds coming
apart. In the new phase, that basic process is not lost. It is only transformed
in the internal degrees of freedom through which it may be expressed externally. Thus a particular physical-spatial motion per generation is not the
same result. Rather it may be changes in community role playing. And if the
diffusive measure remains unchanged, then in the predicted period, a sufficient number of steps - role changes, movements - as well as the continuing
confrontation with social and environmental fluctuations will take place and
once again one expects coherence to be lost.
At this point, it seemed clear (at least to physicists - physics being
regarded by them to be an experimental science) that it was time to touch
base with experimental facts. What was the nature of the actual social forms
and processes that took place post-condensation, beginning perhaps 12,000
years ago or so, with the so-called Mesolithic age or phase of human social
intercourse? That was the subject of a study that Doug White and I did
(Iberall and White, 1988. Also see Iberall, Wilkinson, White, 1993).
Parenthetically I note that White was Murdock's collaborator in his
Ethnographic Atlas studies that he did in the 1960's, and has continued large
cross-cultural studies since then. That compendium is really the continuation
of ethnographic studies begun by H. Spencer, and in its summary of findings
in approximately 800 cultures, it represents those findings as capable of
offering statistically reliable unbiased estimates of human cultural practices.
More on this point later).
Before passing on to those findings, I would like to touch on one
additional point. In making the estimate of a phase transition involving a
change from space-time hunting-gathering diffusion to intercommunity
trade, we assumed that the new phase was basically marked by the dual
processes of convective trade and war (e.g., with indications at least as early
as Jericho, 10,000 ybp, and its evidence of elaborate defense walls). The reason for such an assumption was that at such intercommunity populations,
with their more frequent interactions, one no longer dealt only with recognizable neighbor or kinsman, but also with stranger let in for trade. The alterPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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nate to some sort of consonant exchange always was an opposing dissonant
or agonistic interaction. It wasn't until we were well into our study that I
began to appreciate fully that there was a third phase of social matter, a
phase that one would better characterize as more nearly solid phase-like,
more precisely put, plastic-elastic. It is to this phase that we believe the term
civilization should be applied. It is to be distinguished from the more nearly liquid-like (liquid droplets and pools in equilibrium with their vapor pressure) culture- civilizations.
What marks the difference between the two condensed phases is
the following: In the liquid-vapor phase, there is a densification and precipitation of population densities, e.g., towns, but with little outside threat. It is
such threat that boils or roils up high social pressure. On the other hand,
when the threat either from outsiders or from high density and dissonance
within a culture-civilization occurs, then the phase is forced into a more
rigidified, institutionalized, condensed phase. Processes can no longer have
a full fluid motion. Relative motional positions, new role playing with more
extended status, and rules of motional conduct have to be constrained. It is
much more literally in that latter phase that an alternation of trade and war
begins to emerge as a nearly regulated dual set of processes (e.g., you can
either trade or rob in a more highly organized sense), in which fully formal
political and economic systems - rather than protosystems - arise within the
otherwise liquid cultural solvent. And, to anticipate our experimental findings, we found little difference in the temporal scaling among these two condensed field processes. The basic diffusional scale did not change tremendously, even if the role playing and its fixity expanded.
Having been able to prove that there really exists a physical foundation for a social pressure by a physical argument, we were able to appreciate the subtlety of an earlier 19th Century physical argument that demonstrated that internal pressure had to have a component that derived from
momentum reflection at walls, i.e., the banging of atomisms at boundaries
or against each other. The earlier proof depended on showing that states
existed, the near ideal gas state, for which the addition of contiguously adjacent phases would not change the internal pressure in the phase. Here we are
concerned with the converse. Given that such phases can exist, we are more
concerned with the corollary that if the addition of outside phases will
change the internal pressure, there has to exist strong interatomistic forces
that can produce condensed as well as explosive phases. It is the nature of
such stressful (stress absorbing or stress producing) phases that concern us
now. What actually does develop stress and form in such condensed phases?
15. A discussion of our empirical findings. We examined culturecivilizations and subsequent civilizational fields from the earliest Mesolithic
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol32/iss32/8
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cultures - of Japan (perhaps 13,000 ybp), of the Near East (perhaps 12,000
ybp), on to current times. The overall lifetime scales of social cohesion
among these form-functional units fell in the range of 200-1200 years.
Loosely speaking, the distribution of their time scales was log-normal, with
a mean value of about 500 years, our a priori estimate, but with that extended range of perhaps half the mean to twice the mean. This included both liquid-phase and solid-phase systems. Our sample data set was too crude to
determine whether these two phases were separate in their temporal statistics.
We believe that in size and density the two phases were discriminable. The liquid phase culture-civilizations tended to be smaller, e.g., they
tended to begin at the diametral and areal range that we had suggested for
hunter-gatherer separation. That is, an early form of condensation literally
takes place by more local densification.
As our best overall discrimination, we could say that the gas-like
phase at low density was to be found in regions ranging from a hundred to
a thousand sq mi with densities in the range 0.05-1 person per sq mi. Those
societies operated generally under dominant hunter-like leadership. Such
phase occupancy lasted largely from human effective start up 40,000 ybp to
10,000 ybp in the most advanced areas and to perhaps 1,000 ybp in the least
advanced areas (with a very few residues even today, but no longer
untouched). The intermediate density, liquid-like, phase was found in
regions with starting sizes not tremendously different from hunter-gatherers
but with densities in the 1-10 persons per sq mi. They generally were clustered into perhaps a dozen or two settlements, or more mobile tribal units
each involving largely kinship groups of a few hundred, comprising interacting and trading groups of a few thousand. Generally, they were organized
as tribes and chiefdoms, often beginning to move toward small kingdoms.
The basic point that made them liquid-like was that their densities were not
so great, particularly as far as pressure from groups outside of themselves,
so as to immobilize their activities and force persistent serious bouts of war.
That represented a second phase of social life that existed for a long time,
e.g., from 10,000 ybp to perhaps 1,000 ybp in most areas of the world, and
not so forced for many of their fragments that they have failed to persist. But
from the beginning of civilizational condensations, starting about 10,000
ybp, extending to most areas by 1,000 ybp, and certainly being forced upon
the rest of the world between now and the next few hundred years, a third
process has been forced into a solid phase-like existence with political fragments in the range of a few thousand to a number of million sq mi. Their
densities are commonly in the 10 to 1,000 persons per sq mi. Here the units
are so packed that wars per generation are inevitable among the surround of
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any polity. Further, that while the entire earth's habitat should be viewed as
having moved asymptotically toward a one "central" civilization (per my
colleague, Dave Wilkinson), one ocean, one gel, one connected field, nevertheless it exists but with such extreme heterogeneity and temporal fluctuations still remaining.
The key question will arise as to what constitutes one of these cohesive social units, whether liquid or solid. We take a clue from an argument
we pursue with the comments of Fried (1983). He argues that tribal units
never existed. The very nature of his argument proves him wrong. By defining a tribal unit as a reticulated network of a sufficient variety of functions
and properties whose nodes are conformally stacked on top of each other,
like poker chips in neat arrays, he concludes that tribes and tribal organization have never existed. But the fact is, as his demonstration shows, the
properties are all there, but not neatly stacked. Instead they are distributed
throughout the reticulated networks. The fields of relationships are quite
inhomogeneous. We simply are not dealing with lumped network phenomena but the more complex case of distributed field phenomena, and at that,
inhomogeneous field phenomena.
So now we turn to this later period of organization. The social properties have become no more homogeneous. There is now a much denser
reticulated network, but the properties still do not stack. However, if one
accepts the sense of the minimal or likely properties that have to lump
together, then one notes highly 'colored' regions of coherence. That is what
is to be found.
Such regions will include ethnicity (one or more), culture (one or
more, and of course including their belief systems), polity (one or more),
economic systems (one or more), technologies (one or more), environmental
niches (one or more).
Given the nature of the scalings and processes that we had found,
it was possible to estimate the number magnitude of the coherence regions
of culture-civilizations and civilizations that were suitable objects of study.
At a 500 year scaling for a total period of about 12,000 years, and regional
spatial scalings of perhaps 40,000 sq mi out of a 40 M sq mi habitat, this represented a possible magnitude of about 25,000 units of study (At liquid-like
scalings down to 1,000 sq mi, the number easily climbs to 200,000). That
realization, during the middle of the study, overwhelmed us. Murdock's
Ethnographic Atlas covered a base of about 800 cultures that were deemed
sufficiently investigated to be worthy of inclusion as a source of reliable
data. We realized that whatever data we managed to be able to abstract from
secondary sources (over a concentrated period of a few years of study) could
only be a very small sample of what had to be studied. We fully realized our
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol32/iss32/8
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amateur status in such studies, and the even more compelling fact that all
such study was still in a very beginning phase. (As a physicist, I am free to
dwell on the kind of heroic effort that was required to produce some rudimentary depiction of stellar processes from the enormous star chart inventories made by thousands of workers, engaged cooperatively in the endeavor, during this century. This has to be contrasted with the amount of inference which is attempted biologically from a few archeological specimens of
human ancestors. One has a sense of gratitude to the ethnographers, but also
a sense of telling them to hurry and get on with it). At best, we realized,
ethnographic study had perhaps a few percent data base and perhaps a crude
idea of perhaps a 10% data base of culture-civilizations. The notion that a
study of one or two handfuls of high cultures as representing the data base
for civilizational study emerged in our minds as clearly ludicrous.
We consider this last remark as most appropriate for our 17th
Annual meeting at Hampton University for the following reason: An impressionistic recollection of an event that took place at one of the earliest ISCSC
meetings, past its first organizing meeting, was the remarks of two African
colleagues who voiced the complaint that all of the high culture civilizational studies of a few handfuls of cases that they were hearing reports on
seemed to relegate their cultural history to that of savagery or some such
more primitive status. I was very sympathetic to their plaint. My acquaintanceship with the membership and my memory was and is not good enough
to recall who those individuals were, but my friendship with, and the many
discussions I have held with, our local chairman, Korsi Dogbe, easily convinced me that he would share in that sympathy. In any case, the organization of this society, Toynbee's inaugurating lecture, and the vigorous dialectic that I have heard going on within the society, all have conspired to drive
me to my societal studies, including this one.
What we found in those liquid phase culture-civilizations was no
lesser competence in dealing with civilizational success for times comparable to civilizations. Basically they could succeed at that task, but no greater
or lesser than the larger unit types. The difference is that they were not challenged by continuing warfare from outside groups, nor from high density
internal dissension. Thus they could exist rather peacefully, with comparable coherence scales.
The reasons that societies come apart in their coherence are the following: cultural - new ethnic groups, new ways promoted by infiltrating
groups, or the diffusion of traditions that transform the culture; technological - the cumulative impact of new changing technology transforms the
modes of production, and the entire cultural process; political - the outlook
of governance, e.g., stratification, group dominance; the topological rule of
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the one, the few, or the many transforms drastically; economic - through
technological changes, availability of materials, changing patterns among
trading partners, the mode of production, the rewards, access, and distribution of resources in the ecological niche transforms drastically; ecological the environment and its available potentials transform either naturally or
through usage patterns.
Thus our basic finding is that neither the liquid phase of culturecivilizations nor the fully institutionalized solid phase of civilization is fully
stable. They form pools or domains on earth, they mix, they form inhomogeneous oceans and other plastic 'geochemical' fields. Their dynamics,
except for the rate constants, hardly differ from that of the surface geophysical processes of earth. They do not go back to a gaseous phase. Instead they
continue to remix and reform, as Sorokin pointed out, among their condensed phases.
While the large units of civilization, the more institutionalized,
strongly warring, solid phase units attract your attention strongly, I commend to your study, for greater appreciation of the liquid phase of culturecivilizations, the Andes cultures before empire, the Swahili corridor, states
organization in Africa, in Oceania, in the circum-Caribbean, in North
America, in South and Central America, in the many reaches of Asia, in preRoman Europe. A reasonable starting bibliography can be found in our paper
(Iberall, White).
And, oh yes, a book that was most provocative and illuminating to
us, in helping us come to grips with the liquid phase, was (Osborne, 1987).
In the post-Mycenean resettlement of the Aegean, basically up to the formation of the Peloponnesian League, Greek city-states were in a liquid phase,
of towns in near equilibrium with their countryside basically without political warrings. What is interesting and informative about this example is that
instead of furnishing what has become a stereotype for much of civilizational study, that early history - often viewed as ancient and archaic - actually exhibits the parallel form of culture-civilizational organization. We recommend this study to all the others that we have suggested to get one more
sense of the liquid phase.
For the briefest of introductions to such a big picture study, we
might offer the interested reader the following very minimal reading list:
Barraclough, G. (ed) 1984. The Times Atlas of World History. Maplewood, NJ:
Hammond.
Chang, K. 1986. The Archaeology of Ancient China. New Haven: Yale U. Press.
Coe, M., D. Snow, and E. Benson. 1986. Atlas ofAncient America. NY: Facts on File.
Iberall, Arthur S. and Doug White. 1988. "Evidence for a Long Term Process Scale
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for Social Change in Modern Man Settled in Place and Engaged in Trade and
War." GeoJournal, 17:3, 311-338.
Mellaart, J. 1965. Earliest Civilizations of the Near East. NY: McGraw-Hill.
Osborn, R. 1987. Classical Landscape with Figures: The Ancient Greek City and its
Countryside. Dobbs Ferry: Sheridan House.
Sherratt, A. (ed) 1980. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Archaeology. New York:
Crown.
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